
PURPOSE

18

GROUP DYNAMICS
• getting to know each other, 
• expressing anger and aggression,
• fun and energizer

SHA Samurai 
Game

30 minutes
Nº of pax 8-40

MATERIALS

PREPARATION

none

• Look for a flat area where you can form a circle - inside or outside
• For emotional safety, at first the facilitator is the rulekeeper (later this can be 
  dedicated to the participants) and she/he needs to encourage those who are a bit slow,  
  and in general participation and “honest” battle and competition are encouraged. 

intro
This activity is one of our favourites, we use it frequently to boost energy or just for the 
fun of acting like samurais.There are certain movements and sounds to be repeated in 
specific moments. 

indoors | outdoors

Experiential education

group dynamics

      1. The facilitator forms a circle with participants and asks them to stand  
  max. half a meter away from each other. Then he/she tells them that from 
 now on everyone is a samurai from ancient Japan and should behave like one: no 
smile, sharpness, powerful and honest. At this point the facilitator introduces the rules of 
the game. The game is an “air-fight” that has a fast responsive repeated sequence: •a. 
Somebody starts with an “attack” to a chosen victim by putting the “arms-sword”(putting 
your arms straight and palms together) above their head, puts one leg forward into the 
victim’s direction and makes a top down slash in the air 
while a powerfully shouting “SHA!” with clear intention, 
voice, look and body, so it becomes obvious for the victim. 
•b. Immediately after, the victim protects herself/himself 
by also using their “arms-sword” making a slash movement 
from bottom up, into the attacker’s direction, while also 
shouting the powerful sound of “SHA!” •c. Immediately 
after, the victim’s both sides neighbours, simultaneously, use 
also their “arms-swords” towards the belly of the victim, in a sidelong way, 
while also shouting the sound “SHA!”, and being very careful not to actually touch 
the other person. •d. After this, the previously attacked person (the “victim”) will be 
the new attacking samurai: choses somebody from the circle and starts to attack 
with the same top bottom movement, one leg stepping forward. 
If somebody forgets to use the sound SHA! while acting, or is too slow, or uses a 
wrong movement, then this person is out. So less and less people will be in the circle. The fight is more 
and more intense and finally only 3 samurais fight: one will lose so 2 will be the winners. 
2. It is advised to run several 2-3 “demo-rounds” until everybody gets the rules and has some practice 
before starting the game where people fall out and wait or join another circle immediately.
3.Then, start a real samurai game until you have the 2 winners.
4. Finally, the facilitator gathers all the participants in a circle to share and reflect on the experience.
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REFLECTION

COMMENTS

• How did you feel acting like  a samurai and being in and out of the circle? 
• What resources did you discover during the activity?
• How do you think this activity and the metaphor of the samurai can  
   support your resilience building?

• This activity is a very classical competitive circle-game, however, in Outdoor 
   Experiential Learning practice we avoid such activities.
• If your group is very sensitive to being out, it is recommended to form another 
   circle where those who made a “mistake” are gathered and thus the two circles 
   can host the constant migration of people.

steps


